ORR and DHS Information-Sharing
Emphasizes Enforcement Over Child Safety

In May 2018, the Office of Refugee Resettlement (ORR), Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE), and Customs and Border Protection (CBP) entered into a Memorandum of Agreement (MOA) mandating continuous information-sharing on unaccompanied immigrant children beginning when CBP or ICE takes them into custody through their release from ORR custody. This includes information on the children’s potential sponsors, usually family members, as well as anyone else living with the sponsor. The MOA represents a dramatic change from past practice—replacing the best interests of children with the operational expediency of immigration enforcement. The following summarizes these changes and their implications.

● DHS and HHS See Children as Bait or Suspects First, Not Children:
  ♦ The MOA will undermine family reunification, the fundamental principle of child welfare law, by turning safe placement screening into a mechanism for immigration enforcement. This contradicts HHS’s goal of placement with the most appropriate caregiver.
    » The agreement exploits the natural desire of children to seek protection with family and the fundamental desire of family to protect their children to elicit information for law enforcement rather than family reunification purposes.
  ♦ DHS drops the pretense of protecting children from trafficking in its stated purpose for collecting information on sponsors—identifying and arresting those subject to removal.
  ♦ Mandating that HHS report a broad range of information on children in its custody to DHS and providing DHS access to HHS’s internal case database, the MOA transforms child welfare professionals into probation officers—without the due process protections.

● Previous System Prioritized the Child’s Wellbeing:
  ♦ ORR kept its recordkeeping systems separate from DHS, with specific processes for DHS to request full access to individual files.
    » DHS only accessed general demographic information in ORR database system.
  ♦ DHS obtained ORR case files on individual children through a delineated request process.
  ♦ ORR provided ICE an individual child’s discharge form 24 hours before a child’s release to a sponsor. The discharge form included the child’s new address and the sponsor’s name and relationship to the child. It did not include the sponsor’s immigration status.
  ♦ Per ORR policy, a sponsor’s immigration status was not taken into consideration when determining suitability of a child’s placement with a sponsor. Instead, the focus was the ability of the potential sponsor to provide a safe home for the child pending his or her immigration proceedings, ascertained in part through several background checks.
    » However, ORR acknowledged that DHS had independent tools to check the immigration status of sponsors and do other background checks. The raids against sponsors in summer 2017 bore this out.

● New DHS–ORR Memorandum of Agreement Shifts ORR Focus to Immigration Enforcement:
  ♦ ICE’s purpose in collecting information on potential sponsors is to identify new targets for arrest, detention, and deportation.
    » While ORR will still be responsible for processing and vetting a potential sponsor, ICE will run background checks (criminal and immigration) and then provide that information to ORR for their determination of the suitability of the sponsor.
In another major departure from former practice, the MOA stipulates that ORR will also provide ICE with the name, date of birth, address, fingerprints, and any available documents or biographic information about not only the sponsor but also all adult members of the potential sponsor’s household.

While the share of children being released to parents was nearly 60% from 2014 to 2015, it has dropped to 41% so far in FY18. ICE’s sponsor “vetting” will accelerate not only the decline in releases to parents, but also releases overall, leading to longer stays in ORR custody.

♦ ORR must now report a lot of information about children in its custody to ICE. The list of mandatory reporting requirements is long, with broad, undefined terms, and without any explanation of its purpose or how ICE will use the information.

» While ICE may have been able to obtain some of the now-mandatorily shared information in the past, especially with respect to trafficking indicators or major incidents in ORR custody, the MOA is silent on how the broad reporting requirements on children’s behavior to ICE—an immigration enforcement agency—serves the child’s best interest. Instead, the new reporting requirements demonstrate a law enforcement, rather than child welfare approach to care of unaccompanied children in ORR custody.

♦ Children Will Suffer So That DHS Can Drive Up Its Arrest Numbers:

♦ The MOA’s targeting of sponsors increases the risk that a child will be released to a more distant relative, an unrelated sponsor, into a foster care program, or not released at all. In turn, this will increase the child’s risk of:

  » Trafficking. Providers are highly concerned that undocumented family members will fear coming forward to sponsor their children, instead seeking – or even paying – documented individuals in the community to come forward and claim to be a child’s sponsor. This type of arrangement will put the families and children at increased risk of exploitation and trafficking by the third-party sponsor. At a minimum, it will result in an increased number of lost contact cases, as the documented sponsor may not actually be the one caring for the child upon release from ORR—making it difficult to ensure that the child is in a stable environment, connected to community resources, and understands the need to appear at his or her immigration proceedings.

  » Return to danger. For those children with no sponsor willing to come forward, indefinite detention will lead children to abandon valid protection claims to request return to their home countries despite risks of serious harm and death.

♦ Developmentally prone to attribute the experiences and emotions of others to their own thoughts and actions, children are likely to interpret their own search for protection as the cause of their family member’s vulnerability to deportation or prosecution.

♦ The success of a child’s claim for protection often depends on facts and documentation from her parent, especially when she is of tender age. Arrest, detention, and deportation of the parent increases the likelihood the child will be deported to danger and erodes the child’s right to due process.

♦ By increasing the likelihood that children will remain in custody, DHS and HHS reject the TVPRA’s recognition that it is in a child’s best interests—as well as the government’s fiscal interests—to be with a family member rather than remain detained.

♦ How Members of Congress Can Take Action to Protect Children:

♦ Insist that DHS leadership place clear limits on its authority or discretion to use the information obtained pursuant to the Memorandum of Agreement for enforcement.

♦ Insist that HHS provide clear and complete information to unaccompanied children, potential sponsors, and their household members on how their data may be used.

♦ Advocate for robust funding for federal programs serving the best interests of unaccompanied immigrant children, including community-based residential care, home studies, and post-release services.
For additional information or questions, please contact:

- Leah Chavla, Policy Advisor, Women’s Refugee Commission – 202.750.8598, leahc@wrcommission.org
- Diane Eikenberry, Associate Director of Policy, National Immigrant Justice Center - 202.879.4310, deikenberry@heartlandalliance.org
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